
An easy-to-use and time-saving image teller 
solution, designed to assist tellers in conducting 
daily business.

Insite iTeller



Your Frontline Streamlined
Insite iTeller is a real-time teller platform application that 
gives your frontline tellers back room capabilities. From 
their own teller windows, users can:

Scan checks, create virtual tickets, and enter expense 
or cashier’s checks using the Teller Proof add-on 
module and a countertop scanner.

Create and memo-post transactions in real-time.

Create and print tickets, receipts, and reports.

Perform customer searches using account number, 
CIF, or names.

Perform calculations and transfer results into Teller 
Cash or Teller Proof using the Adding Machine, 
iTeller’s built-in calculator.

This multi-layered functionality of Insite iTeller represents 
the next evolution in banking. With the Teller Proof add-on 
module and a desktop scanner, your tellers will be able to 
scan and print checks without needing to access limited or 
expensive back room resources. With the optional CAR/
LAR module, scanned checks will also have their amounts 
automatically read and entered at the teller window  
as well.

Maximize your investments
Insite iTeller users maximize their investments in 
technology and personnel. At the teller station, users 
will find unprecedented access to customer information 
and unparalleled transaction processing capabilities. 
For example, the need for costly preprinted teller 
tickets is almost completely eliminated with iTeller’s 
virtual tickets. In the back room, users will enjoy lower 
workloads and the freedom to concentrate on more 
important tasks. Plus, you will reduce your back room 
item processing up to 80%.

Empower your tellers and increase customer satisfaction with the Insite iTeller, a teller application 

brought to you by Automated Systems, Inc. Insite iTeller increases customer satisfaction with more 

extensive and up-to-date information, detailed receipt printing and faster transaction processing time.

An easy-to-use and time-saving image teller 
solution, designed to assist tellers in conducting 
daily business.

Insite iTeller receipts include  
check images and your bank logo



Increase Customer Satisfaction
Insite iTeller provides your tellers with the tools 
necessary to function in an increasingly complex and 
competitive market. With the advent of online banking 
– and even online-only banks – customers now have 
unlimited options when it comes to selecting a financial 
institution. For 21st-century banks, the key to surviving and 
even thriving in such an environment remains the same: 
great customer service.

With Insite iTeller, your tellers can provide your customers 
the kind of service that turns a standard customer into a 
loyal customer. Insite iTeller allows users to provide instant 
and accurate information to their customers, and allows 
tellers to better determine which services and products 
a customer is most likely to want. Important information, 
including alerts, automatically display as account 
information is entered, allowing users to quickly  
locate and resolve customer questions and issues.

Easy to Install, Easy to Use
Other vendors offer solutions that are often piecemeal 
or incomplete. Only Automated Systems, Inc. offers 
a multifaceted and robust teller application capable of 
seamlessly integrating into their current software and 
hardware environments.

Built to operate within a Windows-based environment, 
iTeller’s controls and on screen display are instantly familiar 
to any user with Windows experience. Individual screens 
organize customer information into distinct sections that 
are easily accessed by busy tellers, and iTeller’s Teller 
Cash and Teller Proof screens allow maximum transaction 
capabilities with minimal navigation required.

Insite iTeller’s comprehensive controls allow users to 
navigate and perform tasks using only a keyboard or a 
combination of keyboard and mouse. With its highly-
customizable display settings, iTeller can adapt to any 
user’s control and display preferences.

Benefits of
Insite iTeller  

Comprehensive  
Image-enabled  
transaction processing.

A split-screen display 
window allowing users to 
view transaction details and 
customer & account information 
simultaneously.

Elimination of almost all costly 
pre-printed teller tickets with the 
use of iTeller’s virtual tickets.

Cutting back room item 
processing by 80%.

Real time OFAC checking.

Scanner and printer in same 

compact unit.

Insite iTeller Teller Cash and Teller Proof

Reduce

Save

Paper
Handling

Transporting 
Checks

Time Money



For more information 
on ASI, scan the QR 
code below with 
your mobile device.

Although Insite iTeller is compatible with most scanners, Automated Systems, Inc. has developed 
iTeller with the Epson TM-J9000 family of inkjet scanners in mind. The Epson TM-J9000 and TM-
J9100 provide unmatched capability and quality in a convenient and economical package.

Epson’s industry-leading technologies provide users with a family of all-in-one printers loaded with 
the following features:

 Check 21 ready

 Quiet, high-speed printing

 Takes up minimal space with only a single, multitasking unit. 

 ProofPlus ID Card scanning technology

 Prints receipts, tickets, drop-in validations, and other forms 

 High reliability and minimal maintenance costs

 Dual-side scanning capabilities with TransScan™ technology

Combined with Insite iTeller, Epson’s TM-J9000 family of printers provides tellers with unsurpassed 
capabilities right at their own teller station. Scanning and printing can be performed quietly  
and conveniently up-front, reducing the costs and freeing up the resources of your  
backroom operations.

Epson’s printers provide high quality imaging and built-in fraud protection at your tellers’ fingertips. 
With their increased capabilities, users will have more time and better tools with which to focus on 
providing customers with the kind of service that keeps them coming back.
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Epson TransScan™ Inkjet Printers 

For more information 
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code below with 
your mobile device.


